
   

 
 

  

 

             

         

  

         

      

     

         

      

  
 
  

     
        

         
            

          
           

         
           

          
          

            
        

              

       
        

        
           

 

          
          

         
         
        

          
 

         
        

           

 

 

   

        

 

      
  

 

    
 

     
 

    
   

  

 

     
 

    
 

     
     
 

     
     

  
 

     
 

  
 
 
 
 
 

O R A C L E  B R I E F  

Oracle Solaris 11.2 Provides Cloud 
Technologies That Simplify IT and Help 
You Reduce Cost and Risk  

K E Y  B E N E F I T S  

• 16x greater administration efficiency 

•	 Save at least $500 per VM instance 
deployed with built-in no cost 
virtualization and cloud provisioning 

•	 Reduced compliance costs with 
easy-to-use reports and well 
designed security features 

•	 Enhanced agility with software-
defined networking 

•	 Proven enterprise reliability and 
scalability 

•	 Guaranteed application compatibility 
protects your investments and your 
existing applications just run 

K E Y  F E A T U R E S  

•	 Centralized cloud management with 
OpenStack 

•	 Cloud-ready application provisioning 
in minutes with Unified Archives 

•	 No compromise virtualization with 
Oracle Solaris Zones and Kernel 
Zones 

•	 Application Driven Software Defined 
Networking with Elastic Virtual Switch 

•	 Integrated compliance monitoring 
and reporting 

•	 One-step updates from firmware to 
application with easy rollback to the 
pre-change environment 

With Oracle Solaris 11.2, the most advanced OS on the planet has evolved 

into an even more complete platform that includes no-compromise 

virtualization, software-defined networking, and an integrated OpenStack 

implementation. Supporting up to 16 times greater administration efficiency 

and streamlined compliance, Oracle Solaris 11.2 is the fastest, simplest way 

to modernize your data center and the best way to take full advantage of 

Oracle’s SPARC servers. Exceptional performance and availability for the 

cloud starts with SPARC servers running Oracle Solaris. 

Simplify IT and Cloud Deployments 
Today’s enterprise IT infrastructures can include thousands or even millions of virtual 
servers, making management a real challenge. Consolidated infrastructures and cloud 
services can provide the means to simplify IT and enable greater agility. Only Oracle 
offers integrated products that are engineered to support consolidation density and to 
simplify management from the OS to applications, middleware, servers and storage. 

You can consolidate your workloads on Oracle systems using Oracle virtualization 
technologies that are optimized to take advantage of the extreme performance and 
scalability of SPARC servers. Oracle Solaris Zones, which offers virtualization at the 
OS layer, provides bare-metal performance that makes it possible to create hundreds, 
or even thousands, of zones on a single system. In stark contrast, the leading 
virtualization technology vendor introduces overhead that imparts a 25% “virtualization 
tax”, meaning a greater number of systems will be required due to higher latencies. 

Oracle Solaris gives you greater control over networks and helps simplify 
administration, which in turn helps reduce costs. Administrators can change network 
configurations without touching physical cables and can establish bandwidth limits and 
priority levels for networks, making it easier to meet application service level 
agreements. 

Oracle Solaris also makes it easier to manage your Oracle environment. It supports 
one-step updates based on integrated patches that update the server firmware, OS, 
and virtualization software all at once. This saves time and eliminates the need to 
patch each component separately. Oracle Solaris Unified Archives also gives you the 
ability to rapidly clone application environments across virtualized and bare-metal 
servers. As a result, applications can be deployed twice as fast as on leading Linux 
platforms. 

In addition, Oracle Solaris 11 includes a complete OpenStack distribution to provide 
enterprise-grade cloud management based on open standards. Administrators can 
share and manage data center resources through a single management pane. 
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O R A C L E  B R I E F  

Reduce Costs Through Greater Efficiency 
A simplified environment that is easy to manage drives greater efficiency and lower 
costs. The combination of Oracle Solaris and Oracle’s SPARC servers is redefining 
data center economics, dramatically reducing the cost of IT and increasing 
performance. 

Oracle customers are already demonstrating the benefits of using Oracle Solaris to 
deliver 16 times greater administration efficiency compared to Red Hat Enterprise 
Linux. Oracle Solaris has also been shown to provide cost savings of at least $500 per 
VM, which can drive millions of dollars in savings for a large enterprise. (See sidebar.) 

And because Oracle Solaris is engineered for Oracle workloads, less time is needed 
for performance tuning. In addition, Oracle VM Templates enable entire application 
assemblies to be provisioned up to 83 percent faster than with a traditional deployment 
approach. 

Reduce Risk with Cloud Security and Enterprise Reliability 
Oracle Solaris is an enterprise-grade OS with proven reliability and scalability as well 
as advanced cloud security features. It is designed to meet the strictest compliance 
obligations, enabling you to achieve compliance 10 times faster. Fine-grained resource 
and access controls enable you to sandbox your applications, users, or virtual 
machines to prevent unauthorized access. You can also delegate the management of 
access controls to your business units for operational flexibility and centralized control. 

With built-in encryption technologies that automatically utilize hardware-assisted 
encryption in the underlying hardware platform when available, you can enhance the 
security of your applications, middleware, or Oracle Database without a noticeable 
performance penalty. 

Lastly, Oracle Solaris offers guaranteed application compatibility, which means your 
applications just run when you move to a new Oracle Solaris release — no need to 
touch your code. 

Learn More 
For more information about Oracle Solaris visit http://www.oracle.com/solaris/ or 
call +1.800.ORACLE1 to speak to an Oracle representative. 

1 6 X  G R E A T E R  E F F I C I E N C Y  F O R  V M  
A D M I N I S T R A T I O N  

A major financial customer estimates 
that they can now run 4,000 VMs per 
administrator with Oracle Solaris 
features such as Unified Archives, 
aggregated patches, and OpenStack 
cloud management. This is a 16x 
improvement over the previous 
capacity of 250 VMs per administrator 
with Red Hat Enterprise Linux. 

A T  L E A S T  $ 5 0 0  S A V I N G S  F O R  E A C H  
V M  P R O V I S I O N E D  

A major telecommunications customer 
estimates they are saving at least $500 
in provisioning costs for each VM 
deployed in their enterprise. With 
roughly 40,000 VMs in their 
infrastructure this can result in more 
than $20,000,000 in savings. 

F O R  M O R E  I N F O R M A T I O N  

Contact: 1.800.ORACLE1 

C O N N E C T  W I T H  U S  

blogs.oracle.com/solaris 

facebook.com/oraclesolaris 

twitter.com/ORCL_Solaris 

oracle.com/solaris 
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